It's time to fire your brains up and help poor Chester van Chime who woke up one morning and forgot how to match words that sound the same.

This kit contains activities and games, and tips for finding words that sound like each other.

Looking for more ideas?

• Playing with words should be FUN, so for storytime invite everyone!

• Rhyming can work up an appetite, so make sure you provide some small bites. Can you think of a rhyming snack to pack? How about chips and dip!

• Try a game of I Spy but with a rhyming twist! Pick out something you see and then find a rhyme, it's a game you can play anywhere and anytime.
Can you guess the right rhymes that Chester couldn’t?
Help Chester finish the sentence by circling the words that rhyme.

1.) It baffled poor Chester. He felt almost queasy. To match up two sounds, it was always so…
   - a) Sad
   - b) Easy
   - c) Hard

2.) He tried not to panic. He played it real cool and picked up his backpack and walked to his…
   - a) Bike
   - b) House
   - c) School

3.) The goat rowed the…
   - a) Hat
   - b) Boat
   - c) Shoe

4.) The bear combed his…
   - a) Teeth
   - b) Dog
   - c) Hair

5.) Things weren’t looking good, but they didn’t despair. They sat Chester down in a velvety…
   - a) Pan
   - b) Chair
   - c) Toad
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Cut out the squares below along the dotted lines (or ask an adult to help!).
2. Flip all the pictures facedown on a table and mix them around.
3. With a friend, take turns flipping over squares to try and match two of the same picture.
4. Whoever has the most pairs at the end is the winner!
SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

ANSWER KEY:
1. Missing lamp
2. Balloon is a different color
3. Yarn is a different color
4. A mouse is missing
5. Slug isn’t on rug